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visuomotor task. We studied the
effects of trial-to-trial performance

differences on the neural
correlates of learning in a new

visuomotor task. Subjects
performed a complex precision
grip and lift task using a steady-
state visual feedback. Subjects
always produced the same grip,

except that they produced a
different grip, depending on the
instruction preceding the trial,
either "grip high" or "grip low".

The task performance was
evaluated with regard to the

forces and timing of the
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movement. Learning was defined
as an increase in the force and
timing of the movement across

the two groups. We found that the
learning effects, as determined by
a significant force increase and an
average reduction in movement
timing were largest in the "grip

low" group. The variation in
movement timing across subjects

was more closely related to
learning than the force. In

addition, "grip high" showed an
increased movement variability
due to trial-to-trial variations in

performance. The results suggest
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that the learning of a new motor
command is characterized by an

increased variability in movement
timing and a subsequent

improvement in the efficiency of
the temporal organization of

movement output.The
mechanisms of hyperthermia-

induced cardioprotection are not
completely understood. Heat

shock proteins (HSPs) are a group
of highly conserved stress

proteins. These proteins form a
barrier to maintain normal protein

folding in the cell. HSPs are
induced by hyperthermia or other
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stresses including ischemia.
Overexpression of HSPs has been

shown to protect the cell from
subsequent stress insults. The aim

of this study is to test the
hypothesis that HSPs act as

hyperthermia sensors to protect
cardiac myocytes. Hypothesis:

HSPs contribute to cell protection
by serving as hyperthermia
sensors and/or mediators of

apoptosis. Specific Aims: (1) to
examine the effects of HSP70 on
hyperthermia-induced apoptosis.

(2) to examine the effects of
HSP70 on
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is governed by a 3-clause BSD
license that can be found in the

LICENSE file. ============
====================
====================
====================

====*/ #include
"mitkBaseTrackingSetStorage.h"

#include
"mitkBaseTrackingRegionBase.h"
mitk::BaseTrackingSetStorage::Ba

seTrackingSetStorage() :
m_pTrackingSet(0) { } mitk::Base
TrackingSetStorage::~BaseTracki
ngSetStorage() { } void mitk::Bas
eTrackingSetStorage::AddBaseTra
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ckingSet(mitk::BaseTrackingSet
*pSet) { // Create a copy to avoid

overwriting the input tracker
when cloning m_pTrackingSet =

pSet->Clone();
this->AddBaseTrackingSet(pSet);
} void mitk::BaseTrackingSetStora

ge::AddBaseTrackingSet(const
mitk::BaseTrackingSet &source) {
MITK_TRACE0("BaseTrackingSetSt

orage::AddBaseTrackingSet");
auto cloned = source.Clone(); Add
BaseTrackingSet(cloned.GetPointe

r()); } const std::vector
6d1f23a050
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